
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a propulsion engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for propulsion engineer

The Lead Propulsion Engineer will lead a small team responsible for both in-
house fabricated, vendor supplied propulsion components (valves, regulators,
temperature sensors)
Generate and execute component receiving inspection and test procedures
(leak checks, flow testing, environmental testing, cleanliness verifications)
Lead the production, assembly and integration of the Dragon propulsion
system, including Draco thrusters, propellant tanks and propulsion fluid
components and instrumentation
Review and provide input to component and system designs at the
conceptual through prototype stage to ensure designs are designed for
manufacturability
Drive the manufacturing schedule for components and fluid systems, which
impact design release cadence and manufacturing capacity capabilities
Run system level testing of the vehicle propulsion system such as proof and
leak, fluid flow, and functional checkouts
Own design, analysis and test of in-house fabricated and vendor supplied
propulsion components (valves, regulators, temperature sensors)
Design, Build and Test the most advanced American rocket engines ever
produced
Travel to Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg Air Force Base to support the
flight of your hardware
Develop test plans in support of our Texas rocket test facility and analyze test
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Qualifications for propulsion engineer

Minimum MS degree in relevant engineering or science discipline
Knowledge of powertrain systems/components/controls and vehicle level
attribute requirements relevant to HEV and PHEV systems
Aircraft development program experience
Bachelor of Science degree, in Mechanical Engineering or Aerospace
Engineering, from an accredited college or university
Must not graduate more than 12 months prior to date of hire
Demonstrated ability to define detailed technical plans and track project
performance


